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A method for NMR studies of low surface area materials using optically pumped xenon gas is described. The
method has been used to investigate spin-polarized xenon adsorbed onto poly(acry1ic acid). The temperature
dependence of the xenon-surface interaction, as measured by the xenon chemical shifts extrapolated to zero
pressure, is shown to be consistent with a simple model of chemical exchange between the gas and adsorbed
phases. The magnitude of the surface contribution to the 129Xechemical shift indicates a relatively strong
interaction between xenon and poly(acry1ic acid), possibly due to the polar carboxylic acid functional groups
at the polymer surface. From the pressure dependence of the It9Xe shift, the diffusion coefficient of xenon on
poly(acry1ic acid) is estimated to be 3.3 X lo-' cm2/s.

I. Iatroduction
The surface and interfacial characteristics of solid systems,
such as inorganic solids, polymers, and thin films, are important
to many of their useful material properties. The task of relating
the microscopic structure to their macroscopic physical properties,
however, has been hindered by the lack of suitable techniques
capableof probing these materials. Due to their instability under
ultrahigh-vacuum conditions, organic solids and catalytic materials such as metal oxides are difficult to study by the surface
science techniques that have been successfullyemployed for singlecrystal studies. As a nonintrusive experimental method capable
of giving dynamic and structural information at an atomic level,
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy should be an attractive
probeof heterogeneous surfaces. Indeed, through thedevelopment
of high-resolution techniques, NMR has contributed greatly
toward the chemical and physical understanding of bulk so1ids.l
The main obstacleto the successful applicationof NMR to surface
studies is, of course, its low sensitivity compared to other
spectroscopic methods as well as the problem of distinguishing
between the surface and bulk spins.
Various approaches to increasing the NMR signal have been
pursued, such as isotopic enrichment, high applied magnetic fields,
millikelvin NMR? and cross polarization.3 These experiments,
which are based on increasing the quilibrium magnetization, do
not, in general, give the signal enhancements rquired to detect
the surface spins of materials with surface areas lower than 10
m2/g. Another approach toward enhancing the magnetic resonancesignal is to produce a large nonquilibrium magnetization
by optical p ~ m p i n g .Large
~
nuclear spin polarization of xenon
and other noble gases can be created via spin exchange collisions
with Optically pumped alkali metal vapor. These experiments
have long been employed to measure fundamental physical
quantities and to study spin relaxation processes in the gas phase.5
Due to the formation of relatively long lived van der Waals
molecules, xenon can be efficiently spin polarized through
collisions with optically pumped rubidium vapor: allowing the
investigation of surface interactions between i3lXe gas and glass
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cell walls.' More recently, the spin-lattice relaxation of solid
i29Xehas been measured by transfer of frozen optically pumped
xenon to a magnet.*
Concurrently, conventional 129XeNMR has become a widely
employed technique for the characterization of porous solids. In
particular, xenon NMR has been used to elucidate the structures
of zeolites9and to detect dispersed metal particlesi0and adsorbed
guest molecules11 within the zeolite cages. Occluded xenon has
also been used to investigate clathrates,12 pillared
semicrystallinepolymers,l4 and proteins.15 Xenon is an excellent
NMR probe of these internal surfaces due to its large polarizable
electron cloud, which gives rise to a very large chemical shift
range that is extremely sensitive to the surrounding microscopic
environment. The main limitation of Iz9XeNMR, is that, unless
the temperature is very low,2and the T I is short, the sensitivity
is unfavorable and one is often limited to systems of very high
surface areas.16J7
We recently demonstrated'sthat by combiningoptical pumping
of xenon gas with high-field NMR the i29XeNMR signal of
xenonadsorbedontomaterials with low-to-moderatesurfaceareas
may be readily observed. Optical pumping provides an enhancement of the Iz9Xe NMR signal by more than three orders of
magnitude which extends xenon NMR to nonporous solids with
much lower surface areas. Since ordinary, nonporous solids with
particle sizes on the order of 10 microns have surface areas around
1-10 m2/g, adsorption studies on a wide range of materials are
possible with this experiment.
In this paper, we describe in detail the experimentalapparatus
and procedure that were introduced in our preliminary reports
on high field NMR of optically pumped x e n ~ n . ~Results
~ J ~ of
our investigations of spin-polarized xenon adsorbed on powdered
poly(acry1ic acid) are presented. Amorphous poly(acry1ic acid)
has a moderate surface area (- 15 m2/g), and xenon was found
to have both a relatively long relaxation time and significant
surface interaction on this polymer. The chemical shift of
adsorbed xenon as a function of temperature and pressure is shown
to yield information about the xenon-surface interaction and the
diffusion of xenon over the polymer surface. A simple model is
developed for the magnitude of the xenon-surface interaction as
measured by the temperature dependence of the chemical shift
extrapolated to zero xenon pressure. From the pressure depen(0
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. Circularly
polarized 794.7-nm laser light is focused onto the optical pumping cell.
A silicon photodetector is used to detect the rubidium absorption. The
oven used to heat the pumping cell and the nitrogen cooling system for

Figure 2. Drawing of the sample region of the probe used for xenon
optical pumping experiments in high field.

thesampleregionarenotshown. Shimcoilscanbeusedtocancelgradients
and/or reduce the overall magnetic field in the pumping cell.

dence of the chemical shift, a rough estimate is made of the
diffusion coefficient of xenon at monolayer coverages on poly(acrylic acid).
11. Experimental Methods

Apparatus. The apparatus, shown schematically in Figure 1,
consists of an optical pumping cell located in the fringe magnetic
field (250 G) underneath a 4.4-T superconducting magnet and
a sample cell located in high field. The two regions are connected
by some glassware and are separated by a series of stopcocks. A
connection to a vacuum rack allows for evacuation of the sample
region and a connecting tube to gauges for pressure measurements
during the experiment. Natural-abundance rubidium is contained
in a sidearm connected to a pumping cell heated with a flow of
nitrogen gas. The rubidium is optically pumped to a polarization
level approaching 100% using circularly polarized light from a
temperature-stabilized,40-mW, singlemode semiconductordiode
laser (Model LT016, Sharp Electronics Corp., Mahwah, NJ)
operating at the 794.7 nm rubidium D1 transition. The diode
laser is temperature tuned and controlled to within fO.O1 K using
two layers of thermoelectric cooler elements and temperature
controllers (Light Wave Co., Bozeman, MT). The diode laser,
which is located in a nitrogen filled vacuum enclosure, illuminates
approximately two-thirds of the cell volume. The entire glass
manifold is coated with Surfrasil (Pierce Chemical Co. Rockford,
IL) a siliconizingagent that increases the wall-induced relaxation
time of 129Xe to greater than 30 min. The cylindrical optical
pumping cell of approximately 11 cm3 volume is filled with
between 100 and 600 Torr of enriched (80%) xenon-129. A
Helmholtz pair of shim coils is used in the low-pressure
experiments to reduce the fringe magnetic field to approximately
50 G, which has the effect of increasing the spin-exchange
efficiency at low pressuresS20
NMR Probe. A schematic drawing of the sample region of the
NMR probe used in these experiments is shown in Figure 2. The
main features of the probe are a Macor ceramic coil support,
glass dewar, dewared stainless steel transfer line for the nitrogen
cooling gas, and a glass transfer line for the polarized xenon. The
temperature range with this design extends down to -1 70 OC and
controls the temperature to within f l OC. Since at very cold
temperatures the xenon has a tendency to freeze out onto the
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Figure 3. Timing diagram for data acquisition.

glass tubing walls before reaching the sample, a Teflon enclosure
was constructed about the rf coil to limit the coldest part of the
dewared region to the immediate sample region. An rf-shielded
thermocouple is inserted into the Teflon container to monitor
and control the temperature at the sample. The double-resonance
rf circuit, based on a design by Doty and CO-workers,21has the
advantage of good efficiency at the xenon resonance frequency
at 5 1.4 MHz while allowing for a large sample volume of about
8 cm3.
Experimental Procedure. The timing diagram for the experiment is shown in Figure 3. The rubidium vapor, with xenon gas
added, is optically pumped for approximately 30 min at temperaturesbetween80and 120°C,so thattheadsorptionofincident
pumping light is between 50% and 100%. After pumping, the
cell is cooled to approximately 40 OC to reduce the vapor pressure
of rubidium in the pumping cell. The spin-polarized xenon does
not relax appreciably during this cooling period (- 1 min). The
stopcock is then opened and polarized xenon flows (in less than
1 s) up to the sample region where it can adsorb onto the sample.
To allow the xenon to reach equilibrium after adsorption onto the
sample, we typically wait 30-60 s before acquiring data. Spectra
are recorded by Fourier transformation of the signal following
a short (typically 4 5 O ) rf pulse at 51.4 MHz. The NMR signal
is typically obtained in a single scan with sufficient signal-tonoise ratio.
The equilibration of xenon with the surface was checked in
separate experiments by applying small tipping angle pulses at
10-s intervals and observing the time-independent spectra after
several scans. This also allows us to estimate the relaxation time
of -30 s. The xenon equilibration was independently checked
with a sealed sample of treated (see below) poly(acry1ic acid)
filledwith -3 atmofenriched(80%) xenon-129and -100Torr
of oxygen to reduce the T I to <5 s. This sample was slowly
cooled and brought to thermal equilibration at several temperatures that were used in the optical pumping experiments. The
spectra showed line widths identical with optical pumping spectra
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on the treated polymer. We have shown with several samples
(e.g., zeolites, carbon black) that when xenon does not reach
equilibrium with a surface the line width is time dependent and
larger than when it is in equilibrium.I8
With the pumping cell in the 250 G fringe field of the magnet,
we obtained spectra for optically pumped xenon gas typically
with signal-to-noise enhancements of about 800 over a conventional high-field NMR spectrum. However, after lowering the
fringe field down to 50 G with the Helmholtz coils and reducing
the gas pressure to less than 100 Torr, the signal-to-noise
enhancement was increased to about 2000. Conventional experiments with signal averagingone shot every TIfor our pumping
period would realize an increase in signal-to-noise of only - 8
and thus would be unable to observe the adsorbed xenon under
the conditions of this experiment. Adding oxygen as we did in
our sealed sample mentioned above would increase the rate of
signal accumulation; however, it wouldintroduce a contact shift
that would be difficult to assess on a surface.
After the data acquisition, the sample is allowed to warm and
the xenon is recycled by freezing it back into the xenon reservoir
(see Figure 1) with liquid nitrogen. Since the xenon sometimes
becomes slightly contaminated during the experiment, the xenon
is purified before being returned to the pumping cell by first
heating it with a small amount of rubidium metal in the xenon
reservoir. Water and other contaminants react very quickly with
the rubidium vapor. The xenon must be very pure since the
rubidium concentration in the pumping cell is only
Torr
and a very small amount of contaminant will greatly diminish the
pumping efficiency.
Sample Treatment. The preparation of a clean surface is a
main concern in surface studies. Although with powdered or
organic materials it is impossible to use the pretreatments
employed in conventional surface science techniques (annealing,
polishing or sputtering), we did try to treat our samples in a
manner consistent with other studies of powdered materials. This
consistedof evacuation at room temperature or higher to eliminate
as much as possible, physisorbed molecules such as water or
oxygen. Powdered poly(acry1ic acid) (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI)
was treated overnight under vacuum at 80 OC since water adsorbs
strongly on this polymer. As discussed below, the surface
treatment strongly affected the NMR spectra of xenon adsorbed
on poly(acry1ic acid). The sample was then loaded into the probe
in a N2 filled glovebag and then immediately evacuated to below
Torr and stored under vacuum until the xenon gas was
introduced.
Isotherms. Nitrogen and xenon isotherms were carried out to
measure the surface area and adsorption energy of xenon on poly(acrylic acid), and the BET isotherm22 gave an excellent fit to
the data. The equation for a BET isotherm is

-

V=

VmonCX
(1 -x)[1 +x(c- l)]

where Vis the volume of adsorbed gas at STP, x = p / p o is the
reduced pressure, and V,, is the volume that would be occupied
at STP by the amount of gas needed to form a monolayer on 1
g of sample. The quantity c is related to the surface adsorption
energy by the relation

where AHlis the heat of liquefaction of the adsorbate. Isotherm
data were collected on a glass vacuum rack using a silicone oil
diffusion pump capable of pressures below
Torr. For the
xenon isothermsconducted at low temperatures, cold-temperature
baths such as liquid nitrogenlacetone were used. For accuracy,
the dead-volume measurements using helium gas were made at
each temperature an isotherm was carried out. A final temperature correction to STP was made once V,,, was calculated.
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Figure 4. BET isotherms of xenon on poly(acry1ic acid) at 144, 148, and
166 K. Lines connect the points to guide the eye.

TABLE I: Summary of the Isotherm Data for Nitrogen a d
Xenon Adsorbed onto Poly(acrylic acid)
temp (K)
m a d s (kcal/mol)
area ( m 2 / a )
gas
xenon
xenon
xenon
nitrogen

166
148
144
77

4.22
4.23
4.21
2.28

17.2
16.7
15.7
14.4

As seen in Figure 4, the xenon isotherms on poly(acry1ic acid)
at 144, 148, and 166 K show characteristic BET behavior. The
parameters for the xenon and nitrogen isotherms are listed in
Table I. Although the surface areas derived from the xenon
isotherms are slightly larger than those from the nitrogen surface
area measurement, the adsorptionenergies for xenon are relatively
constant. To use the isotherm parameters to analyze our chemical
shift data for 'Z9Xeon poly(acry1ic acid), the values of the surface
areas were averaged for the three isotherms to determine V,,,
and a value for c was calculated using eq 2 for each of the
temperatures used in the NMR experiments taking m a d s to be
4.2 kcallmol. Knowing PO from saturated vapor pressure
measurement^,^^ eq 1 was used to calculate the coverage 8, which
is equal to V / V , , , . We could therefore estimate the xenon
coverages relatively accurately without having to do an isotherm
at each of the experimental temperatures by assuming M a d s to
be constant.
111. Results

As in the case of zeolites, the line shape and chemical shift of
adsorbed xenon is extremely sensitive to the presence of water on
the polymer surface. The large affinity of poly(acry1ic acid) for
water is evident from the spectra shown in Figure 5 of xenon
adsorbed onto samples which received different pretreatments.
Figure 5b shows the spectrum of xenon adsorbed onto a sample
that had been evacuated at room temperature for two hours. The
line width is very large, over 100 ppm, indicating that the xenon
experiences a variety of environments on the surface that are not
averaged over the NMR time scale (-10" s). In contrast, a
relatively narrow resonance is observed for a poly(acry1ic acid)
sample which had been heated under vacuum at 80 OC overnight.
This treatment produces a much more homogeneous surface as
evidenced by the xenon line shape. In Figure 5a, the chemical
shift of xenon on the heat treated polymer is 136 ppm, which
corresponds to the high-frequency edge of the broad resonance
on the sample evacuated at r c " temperature. This distribution
of lower chemical shifts probably results from a mediation of the
xenon-surface interaction by the surface water. We have also
observed that the xenon relaxation time is considerably shorter
on the hydrated surface, which makes the experiment difficult
to perform under equilibrium conditions. The increase in the
xenon relaxation rates may be due to additional fluctuating
proton-xenon dipolar interactionswith mobile surface water. This
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Figure 5. 'Z9XeN M R spectra of xenon adsorbed at -140 O C onto poly(acrylic acid) that had been evacuated previously (a) overnight at 80 'C
and (b) at room temperature for several hours.
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Figure 6. Representative IZ9XeNMR spectra of xenon adsorbed onto
poly(acrylic acid) at various temperatures and pressures: (a) T = 299
K. P = 30 Torr; (b) T * 173 K, P = 20 Torr; (c) T = 153 K,P = 10
Torr;(d) T = 133 K, P = 2 Torr.

trend is in contrast to that of xenon adsorbed into NaY zeolite
in which the relaxation rate is found to decrease with increasing
water ~ n t e n t . 2 ~
In Figure 6, the NMR spectra of optically pumped 'z9Xe
adsorbed onto poly(acry1ic acid) at different temperatures show
a peak at 0 ppm due to xenon gas and peaks at higher chemical

shifts due to adsorbed xenon. The spectra are quite different
from those of an earlier study of xenon adsorbed on benzanthracene18 in two ways. First, at room temperature, there is
already a distinct peak at 3 ppm for adsorbed xenon which is not
observed in the case of benzanthracene.I8 This is due both to the
higher surface area of the poly(acry1ic acid) (- 15 m2/g) over
that of benzanthracene (-0.5 m2/g), which increases the
probability of finding xenon at the surface, and to a stronger
xenon-surface interaction as manifested by the larger chemical
shifts observed on poly(acry1ic acid) at low temperatures. Second,
the line widths of the spectra are narrower than for xenon on
benzanthracene, due either to a higher surface mobility or to a
more homogeneous surface.
The full data set for the chemical shift of xenon adsorbed on
poly(acry1ic acid) is given in Figure 7 as a function of temperature
and pressure. As the temperature is lowered, the chemical shift
of the adsorbed xenon increases fairly rapidly. The variation of
the pressure dependence of the adsorbed xenon shift with
temperature is even more pronounced,as seen by the sharp increase
of the chemical shift slopes at the lower temperatures.

IV. Discussion
The large temperature and pressuredependenceof the adsorbed
xenon can be understood in terms of the xenon sticking time and
diffusion on the polymer surface. Since the gas peak does not
shift appreciably with temperature, the two observed resonances
do not represent xenon simply exchanging between a pure gas
phase and an adsorbed phase. Instead, the xenon resonances
reflect the two different regions which are present in the sample
volume. First, there is the relatively isolated xenon in the gas
phase with a chemical shift of 0 ppm. At room temperature, this
is a sizable fraction of the xenon, but as the temperature is lowered,
this fraction diminishes until about 130 K where the gas signal
is no longer observed. The other fraction of xenon is in contact
with the sample and is rapidly exchanging between the gas phase
and the surface-adsorbed phase so that its chemical shift reflects
an averaging of the xenon over the different environments.
The chemical shift of dilute xenon gas is givenzs by a virialtype expansion:
6(T,P) = U d T ) + U I ( T ) P + 4 T ) P 2 +
(3)
where the u( T ) are the virial coefficientsof the nuclear shielding.
Likewise, the chemical shift of xenon in contact with the polymer
surface can be written in terms of a pure Xe-surface term uos(r )
and a surface xenon-xenon interaction, uls(7'):
*a*

w , ~= P)~ Q J T +) (Ps)2.1s(ne
+ ( P ~ ) ~ u ~+~...( T (4)
) ~ ~
where Ps is the probability of finding xenon at the surface and
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Figure 8. "9Xe chemical shifts (ppm) as a function of the equilibrium
temperature and coverage (in monolayers). Lines represent linear leastsquares fits to the data at each temperature.

8 is the coverage in monolayers. The (P,)2u1,8term is due to the
xenon-xenon collisions which occur at or near the surface and
gives rise to the observed slope of the chemical shift as a function
of pressure or coverage. Fraissard has shown that the large
adsorption energy in zeolites leads to an effective pressure of
xenon that is quite high, resulting in many xenon-xenon colliiions26
and observes a linear dependence of chemical shift on pressure
in NaX zeolite. In our experiments the xenon chemical shift on
poly(acry1ic acid) also appears to be a linear function of the
pressure at all temperatures. Therefore only the binary collisions
appear to be important at the xenon coverages studied and the
uzSand higher order terms can be neglected. In addition, the
pressure dependenceof the xenon chemical shift on poly(acry1ic
acid) increases dramatically at lower temperatures.
To analyze the latter effect, xenon isotherms were used to
convert the temperature and pressure data to xenon coverages.
The chemical shift as a function of the coverage, 8,covers a range
from 0.03 monolayers to about 1.5 monolayers of xenon on the
polymer surface and is displayed in Figure 8. The chemical shift
is found to be a linear function of coverage, although the slopes
increase more modestly than the pressure dependent plot. The
range from about 11 ppm/monolayer at -81 OC, to about 70
ppm/monolayer at -142 OC. The slopes and intercepts of the
data in Figure 8 can be analyzed in terms of a surface residence
probability and the xenon-xenon chemical shift temperature
dependence, as derived by Jameson and co-workers2s and
extrapolated to our experimental conditions.
The chemicalshift intercepts of the adsorbed xenon resonances
(that is, excluding xenon-xenon interactions) can be modeled as
a chemical exchangeproblem such that the chemicalshift consists
of surface and gas (6,) contributions, which are weighed by the
probabilities, P, and Pet of finding xenon in each phase:

6 = u,Ps

+

(5)

+

where Ps P6 = 1. However, 6, is our reference defined to be
zero, so

6 = u,Ps

(6)

The probability of finding a xenon atom at the surface is given
by

p, = 7s/(7s + 7,)

(7)

where T~is the sticking time, and T , is the reciprocal of the collision
rate with the surface. The average sticking time at the surface
is given by
7s

=

e u d k T

0

2o

t
-150

1.5

(8)

where TO is the preexponential factor which we take to be 10-12
sz7 and m a d sis the energy of adsorption. Using the adsorption

-100
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0

Figure 9. 129Xechemical shift intercepts, 6, (ppm) versus temperature.
The solid line is the fit to the data using cq 9 described in the text.

energy calculated from the xenon isotherms, 4.2 kcal/mol, we
find that the sticking times range from -10-9 s at room
temperature to 10" s at 130 K. The chemical shift extrapolated
to zero pressure can thus be fit to a function of the form of eq
6 where Ps is given by

by substituting eq 8 into eq 7. Although it is not possible to
separate the variables TOand r, in the fit, with AHa&= 4.2 kcal/
mol and choosing TO= 10-l2, we find that 6, = 95 ppm and r, =
3X
s. The chemical shift intercept data fitted to eq 9 are
given in Figure 9. The contribution to the chemical shift due to
the xenon-surface interaction is therefore 95 ppm, a value
somewhat larger than 86 ppm measured for xenon in NaY zeolite
at 144 KaLSIn view of the much smaller heat of adsorption of
xenon on the polymer as compared to a zeolite, this large value
for 6, is surprising. However for NaY 6, increases from 56 ppm
atroomtemperature, to86ppmat 144K,theonlylow temperature
measured, so it may increase further at even lower temperatures.
In addition, it is difficult to compare our results for the xenon/
polymer system to the small body of low-temperaturexenon shift
data which has been measured for porous materials since the
xenon shift is also highly sensitiveto the morphology of the sample.
Several studies have shown that a large value for 6, on a sample
with a small heat of adsorptioncan be due to the surface structure.
For example, Cheung found that although the adsorption sites
in amorphous silica-alumina mixtures29are much weaker than
in NaY zeolite, the zero pressure xenon shifts are much larger,
greater than 120 ppm at 144 K. This behavior may be due to
a broad distribution of micropores in these amorphous samples
and the fact that the i29Xechemicalshift is inversely proportional
to the pore size. Fraissard and co-workers obtained similarly
large xenon shifts for a material consisting of agglomeratedsilica
spheres30 although the pores sizes are an order of magnitude
larger than those in zeolites. In this case, the large chemical
shifts are attributed to rapid exchange between the interporous
xenon atoms and xenon adsorbed into confined spaces at the
points of contact between the silica spheres. From the observed
BET behavior of the xenon isotherms on poly(acry1ic acid), we
surmise that this amorphous polymer is not microporous like
amorphous silica. Thus we believe that the chemical shift is due
to xenon interacting with surface functional groups; however, we
cannot completely rule out the possible existence of some type
of surface microstructureresponsiblefor the relatively large xenon
shift at low coverages.
The 129XeNMRdataalsocontains information aboutdiffusion
of xenon on the surface. This is extracted from the coverage
dependence of the adsorbed xenon chemical shift which arises
from the xenon-xenon interactions at the polymer surface as
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given by the second term in the virial expansion (4). Taking the
derivative of eq 4 gives

which is the slope of our chemical shift data (Figure 8). As an
approximation,we can relate a,,( T ) to the second viral coefficient
of the nuclear shielding, uI( T), as defined by J a m e s ~ nwhich
,~~
determines the contribution to the gas-phase shift due to Xe-Xe
collisions. For all gases, uI(T ) has been found to have the same
sign since the gas-phase intermolecular interactions always result
in a net dcshielding of the nucleus. In xenon, however, this
parameter is unusually large, ranging from 0.75 to 0.1665ppm/
amagat between 240 and 440 K. We must extrapolate these
values down to our low temperatures range, to about 130 K. To
relate the gas-phase Xe-Xe interactions to a surface interactions,
we will assume that the nature of the pairwise aollisions is not
greatly changed by the presence of a surface. This of course is
not strictly correct (in fact, the possibility of forming Xe-Xe
bonds on a strongly adsorbing surface, palladium metal, has even
been explored theoretically3'), but it is reasonable to assume that
a weakly adsorbing surface such as a polymer will not greatly
perturb the xenon-xenon interactions. However, the contribution
to the shift due to the xenon-xenon interactions also depends on
the collision rate, which will be very different on a surface. In the
gas phase, the collision rate is given by
l f r , = [Xe]aX,8, = 8;/3Dg
where [Xe] is the xenon concentration, B, is the average relative
velocity, uxCis the binary collisioncrosssection (23A2for xenon),
and Dgis the gas diffusion constant. The average relative velocity
is Yg = (16kT/rm)1/2. On a surface, a similar expression is given
for the collision rate:
i f 7 , = cups = 3 , 2 / 2 ~ ,

(12)

where 8 is the coverage, D, is the surface diffusion constant, BS2
is the surface velocity, and the units of 8 and usare now cm-2 and
cm. Since at monolayer coverages there wiltbe two-dimensional
diffusion on the surface, the constant is If2 instead of l / 3 in the
expression for 1 /rsc.With the assumption that the xenon-xenon
interactions only differ due to the collision rates in the two phases,
we scale the known gas-phase coefficient by the ratio of the two
rates:

Qls(T)= QI(T)rc/~,,
(13)
The equation for the coverage dependence of the adsorbed xenon
chemical shift can now be rewritten using eqs 1 1 and 12 for the
collision rates:

ot
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Figure 10. I z 9 Xe chemical shift slope (ppm/monolaycr) versus temperature fitted to the data using eq 14.

By including a second parameter into the fit, an Arrhenius
form,
D( T ) = D,e-EdifI/kT
(15)
the temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient could be determined. However, the quality of the fits did not allow us to
determine Ed,ff.This probably due both to the fact that there was
already an exponential temperature dependence in the fit of the
chemical shift slopes as well as an underestimate of the second
viral coefficient of the nuclear shielding, at lower temperatures
where we had to extrapolate the data of Jameson et al. more than
100 OC. In light of the small energy of adsorption for xenon on
the polymer, however, the temperature dependenceof the diffusion
may be relatively small. In general Edifr is expected to be 1020% of the adsorption energy,27which is 4.2kcalfmol for xenon
on poly(acry1ic acid) and would lead to a decrease of the diffusion
constant only by a factor of 2over the temperature range studied.
It is also worth noting that the value of D,we calculate from our
method is comparable to the diffusion coefficients of methane
and neopentane on graphitized carbon measured by pulsed linear
field gradient methods. For example, at a coverage of one
monolayer at 85 K, D,= (5 i 2) X lescm2/s for methane on
graphitized carbon black and D, = (3.0 f 0.5) X
cm2/s at
228 K for neopentane at a coverage of 1.25 monolayer on the
same s u b ~ t r a t e . ~ ~
V. Conclusions

In this paper we report the first NMR study of xenon adsorbed
onto the surface of a polymer. We have polarized xenon gas by
optical pumping and measured the chemical shifts of xenon
adsorbed onto poly(acry1ic acid) as a function of temperature
and
dtSfd8 = P;U~,(T)= P ~ u ~ ( T ) ~ ~ ~ u , ~ D , / [(14)
X ~ ] U , , ~ ,pressure. The dynamical parameters extracted from our
analysis of the chemical shift behavior of xenon in contact with
The chemical shift slope data of Figure 8 can be fit to this
poly(acry1ic acid) indicate that the xenon is still highly mobile
expression in order to extract a value for the diffusion coefficient.
on the polymer surface at the lowest temperatures measured.
The coverage, 8, on the right side of eq 14 is a constant and not
The diffusion constant estimated for xenon on poly(acry1ic acid)
a variable since al(T) is determined at a constant pressure. D,
is similar to that of small molecules on graphite. From the value
will be evaluated at a coverage of 1 monolayer, so that 0 = ' / 2 3
of the diffusion coefficient and assuming Fick's law, the
A2. All of the parameters in eq 14 are known, with the exception
translational correlation time T~ is of the order 10-IO s. Since
of P,,which is found from a fit to the chemical shift intercepts
the efficiency of cross polarization deteriorates with increasing
in Figure 9, and U I ( T ) which
,
is extrapolated from the gas-phase
molecular motion, our data indicate that lower temperatures will
data in ref 25, and D,, which we would like to determine.
be necessary before cross polarization experiments between the
The xenon chemical shift slopes fit to eq 14 are presented in
polarized xenon and the surface spins can be attempted. In a
Figure 10. Although there is some scatter, it is apparent that a
theoretical study of the effect of molecular motion on IH-13C
simple linear fit would be inadequate to describe the data. The
cross polarization, Schulze et al.33found that the efficiency of
pressure dependenceshould tend to zero at the higher temperatures
magnetization transfer decreases dramatically for motional
where the xenon spends little time at the polymer surface and the
correlation times shorter than
s. In addition to the
slope should be merely the room temperature value of the second
dynamical data, the chemical shift extrapolated to zero coverage
viral coefficient, 0.548ppm/amagat. By substituting in values
indicates a surprisingly strong interaction between xenon and
for us(8.8 A) and 0 ( I / 2 3 A2), the value of D, is found to be 3.3
poly(acry1ic acid), which may be due to the polar carboxylic acid
X 10-5 cm2 s-1.
functional groups at the polymer surface. These chemical shifts
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are less than those observed for xenon occluded into polymers
such as polyethylene (198
or in polymer blends (192-21 5
p ~ m ) . ' ~We are currently investigating the source of this
interactionby measuring the spin-polarizedxenon chemical shifts
on a homologous series of polymer surfaces.
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